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In a few words and figures

- Founded in **2004** in Rennes, Brittany (35)
- Located today in **Châteaubriant**, Western France (44)
- **25** members
- **1,500** aircrafts crashes listed in the “Brittany-Pays de la Loire” region for the period 1939-1945 (all nationalities combined)
- More than **4,500** airmen KIA, MIA, POW or escapees

Contact: [b.paquet@orange.fr](mailto:b.paquet@orange.fr)
• Search information on the stories of airmen fallen in our region
• Perpetuate memory, inform as many people as possible, transmit knowledge ...
• Inform and support the airmen families
• Help municipalities to complete their historical heritage
• Support major projects

Contact : b.paquet@orange.fr
Our ambition

- have a permanent exhibition space in our region
- continue to enrich the stories of airmen on a modern website, in English and French
- Keep on developing the regional aeronautical heritage
- Transmit the knowledge again and again and again ...!
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